
Comments « on Assassination 1963 ~ The Citizen and the Critic: A Dialogue in Defense 

of € Conspireoy® 

Title seems ‘tnaceurate. Ta, this not a rdialogue in defence of. the eeonssiracy 

‘fae shout, - nth iffiealt for the > veatr te consult pages earlier and later = 

6 oY ‘ 2 tall - goverment 
a editon. | tt » thh 8 author fools that ‘the Bantam edition will be more: accessible 

: te many of his readers, page mbar for both editions eould be: ivan. 
| Tidtiedluetion . 
fe Be. 2 (bottom). The Citizen Should specifically request the orttte ‘to 

2 “explain the critical point of view. AS this part of the dislogué’ stands, 
the Citicen has never asked the Critic to give any clarifiestion, yet the 

. critic starts out by Laying down ground rales about the kind of questions he 

will not. answer. He takes it for: granted that the Citizen wants to carey: on 

n the diglogus. 

Quotes around "ground rules are unnecessary. Ths term is fauiliar - to 

anyone who Will be reading this document. 

pe By footnote kh, If any possibility. is ‘tignored for the purposes of the dialogue," 

‘the author should state exactly why he considers 4 permissible #0. to ignore it. 

Otherwise he seems to be doing what the Comission did: choose not to discusr 

certain ‘points because they are too much bother, or they have not been thoroughly 

studied, or they would raise questions that cannot be answered. 
"Aho ugeae uf & Aalect. 



2. of reading. Indentation of th 

‘each « section what is to 5 be dealt with | in that section, in euch Da complex 

“pe subject. these gxideposts are desir: i bie. Bat they should be expressod 

Pa  statenent by the Citizen, P 

The Gtizen's pointing. finge : can be nade conspicuous by making a separate 

‘paragraph of any sentence which ‘is to serve ag a pointer. Por exanple, at 

the botiton of page 1 of aah the section on Constraints, a separate paragraph 

) oan be. used for the sentence: “s 

, oWe will now examine the. ‘constraints on the lone assassin theory. Ro 

"Separating subdivisions of. ‘the argunent, or dub-subdivisions, s- by one ‘or 

BW extra ‘Line spaces is useful; ‘the “reader knows that a new. topic is abot to 

be discussed, 

——. and to the right of the Motorcase" s* (Conia traits, ’ page 2, middle), : Suggest 

“that author make sure that he always specifies whose right ‘and whose deft as 
Zapruder' s 

meant. A look at the Aerial view and W-5 makes /icks position. clears but when 
| ite fi 

= a motorcade had just tarned nto Bin Street, was Z. not on/the leftr A 

“i reader unfamiliar with the case night have to pusale over this, and in such 
op complex subject the author will wish to avoid slowing up the reader in oven 

pie trivial matter like thts... 
“4 ! 

ar 4



3. 

. Gapitals, Underlining, and Exclamation Points. The constant use of these to 
enphasize a word or a phrase soon wearies the reader, and they lose their 

fovea. In fact, they weaken the argument, because they create the impression 

- ; that the reasoning is not strong enough to stand on its own feet and must be 

- propped up by visual devices, - the ‘@ithor should remove almost all of then, 

} Any sentence which he then feels is not foresful. enough can be recast to get 

- structural emphasis. Ina few places of course » underlining is necessary and 

should be used, ee . Co 
ff . i ir the author adds capitals or urderlining in a passage. quoted from another — 

} enthor, thet fact should be stated at the end of the quotation; for oxanphe , 

, I take the Liberty of setting Yellow an ilinstration of my. comment above, 

Tt is a : suggested Yrewording (suggested only) of the paragraph that follows the 

quotation from White, to remove the > underlining and get the euphasis | through 

structure ‘netends | ers 

“Yon can see for yourself what Mr. White is. dederibing aft you 
look: at the still pictures taken from Zapruderts film, (These are. in Volume 18 of the Hearings. and Exhibits.) Let me call your atten- 
thon. to the twelve franes 210 ‘throagh 322. 

tn frame 312, which. ag. een quite clear, note the. position of 
the President's head, Then note the position of his head in frame 
321, which is also Glear, In this frame his head has been torned 
toward the left, and the back of his head is now against the oar saat. 
These two frames wers taken only half a second apart, remember. ; 

“Some of the intervening: frames are clearer than others, bat as 2 
series they show a consistent and unmistakable decrease in the aigtance 
between the back of the President's head and the ear seat. behind ime 
Fron. frane te frame that distance gets smaller and smaller. 

“this rapidly diminishing ‘distance can have only one interpretation: 
daring the haif-second between fram 312 end aA the. President's. oe, haad was thrféuet vislantly backwards . . ee, 

The Last four words of the above s might be unterlined, but 5. would think 

“that nothing else in the passage would need 1t. Tnoidentally, Lt. wight be 

: helpful to the reader to mark that "diminishing distance® on a the state | 

thenselves in some way, 
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H oags $- In frame 213 1 ones ly see 

7 other ‘Peasoning by the author. rt EmKEKE find very powerful, bat this fails’ to 

i carry Conviction, fae questions of ‘facts. | 

a GQ) % there any testinony that anyone heard the ‘eign being struck oy a 

bullet? The Chisms were nearest the Sign. Does a ballet ponstirating notial 

ate high velocity make a characteristic Rolse? ; 

nf @) I ‘underetand Shak it cannot be determined from any teatinony just when 

: the sign was removed. But at the sign were. penoved to. conceal the ‘existence 

| ; of the ‘hele, wouldnt t this have te have bean done very soon indeed after the 

/ assassination? t find it hard to believe that such a hole, in such a a place, "7 

7  eould have escaped notice even for a few hours, | 
~ pgament #25 page 25 bandwri titen footnote. I confess . that I find it aifrioult to 

- gee tha flan cenent and horizontal ‘Line indieating clear celluloid underhang 
on frame 207. Might there be- arrows here? 

- Pistares in ‘one place. Having a picture adjacent to the text describing teas 

7 sdvantageons during the first reading. Bat in recheoking a point the reader 

may have trouble ‘finding the pietare agains and alss af a pieturs ty referred 

7 ae to 4n several places in the text. rf the author prefers not to asseatile all 

a the. plotures in the middle of. the artiole or at the back, then the ronder 
shoula be told, au when the picture: is referred to again, that 4 is/ [Mteoine 

Bo page 16," or whatever, But one: > location for all would be more conve 

"my opiidtion, Pe | oF 



Ss. 

xs Dasgre 1. “the first frame number show te 207, the last is 2ko, a | difterence of 3h 
ye sree Ae both the beinning and ending frames are inelnded the caption 

-Aneludes the figure whe frames," Miso, the meaning of the m at t lower left 

Ss not: clear, 

“the Gonnission determined - coe! oT oanaot Pind the note of the page whe é this 
: ‘phrase: vas used, but T recall ‘that it seoned ‘elear that the wording should be: 
7 "the Comission clains to have determined cooks Since the Comission can 
: : hardly be said to have determined anything at all at any time, 1 suggest, that 

Shik the axthor wateh owt for tdeternined™ throughout the paper and always 
atetingsish between what they say they found out and what they setnally did - 

Aorted View, This exdelient illustration is especially helpful to the reader 

7 when it carries both the musiber of the witness and his name. Could ‘the arrows 
be made a Little Clearer? The x used for the assaseination spot was & Little 

7 “confising to me until I recognized that it was not f part of the dark mass, (ree?) 
e behind it, , , 

, in the keg, r suggest that after Nix, Muchmore, and Campbell the note 

be added (x0 testinony), unless references in the Hearings and Exhibits are. 

to be. added later. 
- 

. “This suggests a second copy of the serial View, this one shown the 

: location of all the witnesses who never testified, / 


